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Life is full of expectations.For Brady Coldwell itâ€™s always been about the game.Hockey is and

always will be, his life.His family sacrificed everything to get him here and he wonâ€™t let them

down.He knows whatâ€™s expected of him.Natalie Banks is no different.She too knows what it

means to have everyone sacrifice for you.She knows about the debt thatâ€™s left owing in the end

and the price you pay for making up your own mind.But when an innocent mistake lands them as

roommates, neither of them is prepared for the feelings they have or the consequences of their

actions.How do you negotiate matters of the heart?How do you say no when it simply feels so

right?Roommates, an unlikely romance!
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This book has catapulted itself to my top five read recommendations to all of my friends.I read this

book in a day because it was so dang awesome, I couldn't put it down.You know those books that

you read where halfway through you realize that you haven't stopped smiling since Chapter 1? That

is Roommates!It was clever, funny, witty, deep, feeling, sexy, and everything I look for in a great

book.You have a man-whore, cocky hockey player...and a cool and down-to-earth wholesome girl

who's chemistry is off the freaking charts!All the characters are lovable and fun and flawed in a way



that you totally understand and believe.The cover is light and frothy and intriguing and that's totally

what this book is. But the character development and the story ARC are so spot on that it becomes

an all-consuming MUST read.Highly recommend this book and I am SO excited to see that Sami &

Mattie are getting a story.Erin Leigh...Tara Brown.......meet your next stalker girl crush.....me. ;)

I can't believe all the 5 star reviews. I thought this would be a cute, romantic story about roommates

that realize they feel more for each other. But instead I get a manwh#@e hockey player who brags

about his conquests! We also have to read about 2 of them. I was really disappointed. This is not

my idea of romance. This book had a cute premise but did not deliver.

As a struggling writer myself....I believe in the importance of reviews. I think that all writers want and

hope that their work is received well. Feedback good or bad should always be welcome. That said, I

hate the idea of leaving anything less than a great review.This is the first book that I've read by this

author. Its a very easy read, and I will not rule out reading future works by Ms. Leigh. With that there

were just a few things that felt missing to me in this book. **Possible spoilers** I am the mother of an

only child so I understand being overprotective. But when your child is 23 years old is telling them

"No they can't move into the city and live with their best friend" really an option any longer?

Secondly the best friend - Sami comes across as sort of Paris Hilton / Nicole Ritchie type. A famous

rich girl who as you read seems to be famous just because she comes from money. While I don't

have a problem with that type of character, what I don't understand is how everyone knew that Sami

and Natalie (h) were best friends. There is no real mention of how it become such public knowledge.

But when the h starts a new job in a new city - everyone at her place of business is fully aware of

who her best friend is. As for the H Brady I really wanted to like him, but his sexual antics were a bit

annoying. I struggle with a romance where the leading H is having sex with partners outside of h. In

this case Brady does at least twice. His expression of giving his girls "the Clinto" became annoying

after the first time. So while I was able to finish this book cover to cover there were a few holes in it

for me.

I hate to be critical and don't usually leave bad reviews, but I read this based on good reviews and

I'm just so confused by that. It's nonsensical, crass, poorly written, full of plot holes, lacking any

character development and full of eye-roll inducing moments. And the love scenes were

cringeworthy.



I gave up on this pretty quickly. The hero is a flat out misogynistic pig, totally unlikeable, predatory

and offensive. The heroine is a weak minded ditz. Both are model good looking and this is

supposed to compensate for their weaknesses. Full of plot holes, cringe worthy sex scenes. Just

Urgh. Glad I didn't pay for it. If this is what passes for "romance" now, I will give it a miss.

Couldn't do it. As soon as I hit the scene with the nurse I was out. everything about this was awful

for me. I read a ton of books and pride myself on never giving up, but this was too much of a stretch

for me. Good luck to anyone else that wants to try it, but I wouldn't recommend it.

Only get this book if you are vapid and want to read solid cliches. I was hoping for a real book, but

what I got was a comic book in words. The characters were simplistic and unrealistic. This may

have taken the author at least six hours to write, with a good lunch break. Thank goodness I didn't

pay real money for it.

I loved this book. It had a lot of great moments. Even when I put it down to do something else, I

couldn't wait to get back to it. I especially laughed out loud when they first became roommates and

he called her a "shower pisser". You have to read this scene. It was hilarious. This book also is a

stand alone with a HEA. Thanks Erin for a fantastic read :)
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